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1)   So, you’re ready to start building muscle!  Before we can start, 
we need to make sure that we’ve removed any obstacles. What are 
some of the traps that you are prone to?   

2)   Preparing for a 7LM life is about letting God remove the old to 
bring in the new. We are easily prone to a formula or a program for 
growth in our relationship with others or God. List some ways in 
which God moved in your life in completely unexpected ways: 

Seven Life-Muscle Approach 
Action Worksheet 

 

                                   Step 4 
                   Preparing For a 7LM Life! 
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3)   The Journey Up is often difficult and lonely, although our God is 
always with us. The culture celebrates what can be seen but God 
looks to the heart, what cannot be seen by man. To prepare for the 
building of a 7LM life, take some time to journal about how you feel 

             
       

  

 

4)   In what ways do you feel tempted to control the lives of your 
loved ones?  What is your greatest fear?  How can you use your life 
to influence others? 

 

5)   List some ways in which someone with a strong Core-Life 
Muscles can influence and overflow into the lives of others.  For 
example, someone with a strong Relational Muscle will see the 
lonely and seek to include them.   
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If you are reading this, my prayer is that God would prepare you for the 

Journey Up that He is leading you toward.  Setting aside the world’s 

definition of success and replacing it with God’s definition is never easy.  

Often it isn’t that we don’t want to allow God to do the building but 

rather that we desire to see and know that we, our loved ones and our 

children will succeed in life.  May you rest in the knowing that God sees 

the heart and values letting Him be the builder of your life and that of 

your family. Let Him build your Seven Life-Muscles and rest in Him.  He’s 

got you!   

7)   We are told to seek first His Kingdom and leave Him to do the 
providing. If your greatest aim is that your child lives a life sold out 
for Christ, are you willing and ready to let God do the providing? Is 
it hard to relinquish that control?  Why or why not? What changes 
can be made to foster a 7LM life? 

 

6)   How would you define success?  Do you think that God shares 
your same definition? Does God care more about the temporal 
things of this world or the eternal? 

 


